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Flo is the perfect solution to hybrid work spaces, being versatile, 
lightweight and decorative, these mobile screens can flow into position 
creating collaborative working spaces or just zoning areas. Flo’s 
PET core is naturally sound absorbing, as well as a material which is 
manufactured from recycled sources and has a great environmental 
story. Our range features a number of standard Era designed patterns, 
such as the Dandelion and Line design, but bespoke patterns or 
corporate branding is also available. 

Available as mobile supplied with four black castor feet (two locking) or 
static supplied with T feet or disc feet. Flo can be linked inline or at 90° 
if required, with the PET core acoustically tested to ASTM C423-17 with 
NRC 0.40 (Technical report ref no: RAL-A18-336.

FLO  ||  acoustic decorative screen
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FLO  ||  mobile and static
Flo is available as mobile, with innovative triangular mobile feet for linking inline 
or at 90° or as a static screen with supportive T or disc feet. The naturally sound 
absorbing 12mm PET core comes in a large variety of colours and endless cutout 
designs only limited to your imagination. The framework and feet have an option 
of white, black or silver finish to compliment. 

Supplied as standard sizes of 1800h x 1000w or 1200w, with alternative sizes 
available on request. 
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Flo screens can be positioned in any desired 
configuration to make flexible meeting spaces. 
Couple with Lily stools for an agile working space.

FLO || FLEXIBLE ZONING
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FLO || FINISHES
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